ESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF MODERN COMPILERS

---

TRY BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE

---

GRADE POINT :   7            6                    5                  4                  3                  2           1

GRADE       :   O            A                    B                  C

G:grade  GP:gradepoints  C:credits  CP:credit points

---

43: PHYSICS                   COURSE I  :PSPH201   :ADVANCED ELECTRONICS

---

50: COMPUTER SCIENCE

---

44: CHEMISTRY                 COURSE I  :PSCH201   :PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY

---

50: COMPUTER SCIENCE

---

44: CHEMISTRY                 COURSE III:PSCH203 :ORGANIC CHEMISTRY

---

50: COMPUTER SCIENCE

---

43: PHYSICS                   COURSE III:PSPH203 :QUANTUM MECHANICS - II

---

50: COMPUTER SCIENCE

---

43: PHYSICS                   COURSE IV :PSPH204 :SOLID STATE PHYSICS

---

50: COMPUTER SCIENCE

---

43: PHYSICS                   COURSE IV :PSPH204 :SOLID STATE PHYSICS

---

50: COMPUTER SCIENCE

---

43: PHYSICS                   COURSE IV :PSPH204 :SOLID STATE PHYSICS

---

50: COMPUTER SCIENCE

---